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l How the Metal was Named 

used for engraving and etching, and in strong 
rollers for calico-printing. As an electro-deposit 
it is used in duplicating plates and type pages 
for the printing press (see Electrotyping). Every 
coin, from the bronze farthing to the gold piece, 
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THE TWO INGENIOUS FURNACES 

After passage through the " vacuum filter," the ore is mixed 
with all the fine concentrate a n d sent to the cc roasting fur
nace " to be freed of sulphur. This furnace consists of several 
layers or cc hearths " over which the ore passes from top to 
bottom. Hollow iron arms or "sweepers," cooled by. streams 
(){water inside, brush the ore about each hearth and then 
drop it to the next level. The burning impurities in 
the ore furnish heat for the proc-ess, and as the ore works 
to the bottom it gradually melts and loses most of its 
sulp.hur content. The resulting product is delivered to the 
cc rev~rberatory furnace," which is one of the most ingenious 
.machtnes of all. The copper charge lies along the bottom, and 
the fuel, instead of being burned on a grate, is blown over it 
in the form of coal dust. This provides fuel at every point 
and results in an even distribution of heat. Continuous 
operation of the furnace is ensured by feeding the copper 
int o the furnace through pipes in the top, .so the furnace 
need not be opened at any time. The process results in 
a division of the charge in to slag, or waste, and " matte," 
the latter containing the copper, which is mixed with some 

metallic impurities. 
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COPPER J 

has some copper in it. Various chemical com
pounds of copper are extensively used as sprays 
to kill fungi and insects, for all copper com
pounds, such as blue vitriol (sulphate of copper), . \ are poisonous. 

The Romans obtained their copper largely 
from Cyprus, an island in the Mediterranean, so 
they called it cuprum, from which our word 
"copper" is derived. Copper ores are widely 
distributed, being found in various countries of 
Europe, in Japan, Africa, Australia, and North 
and South America. More than half the world's 
supply comes from the United States. 

The big copper mines in the United States 
to-day are amazing models of advanced method 
and .equipment. Let us see what they are like 
by visiting in imagination the famous Red 
Jacket shaft of the Calumet and Hecla Mine in 
northern Michigan. This is the richest mine 
of the Lake Superior district, which is unique 
because its copper is in metallic form. . 

The Mysteries of a Copper Mine 
Imagine a room 14! by 24! feet, walled with 

brick and cement and extending down nearly 
a mile below the surface of the ground. That 
is the shaft. It is divided, up and down, into 
six compartments. At one end are two lifts 
with double-deck cages for men and materials, 
and at the other end are two more cages, each 
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PURE COPPER AT LAST I 

In order to remove the metallic im
purities, the cc matte " is fed into a 
converter , simila r to the Bessemer 
con vert er, which changes iron in to 
steel. Here a stream of air blows 
through the mixture from below, and 
carries the impurities out through 
the top. The molten copper is then 
drawn off into moulds and cast, either 
for sale in that state or for further 
refinement by electrical processes in 

other mills. 
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